Home Learning Pack

Adapted Curriculum

Miss Akwa’s Class

Dear Parents and Carers
This pack contains reading, Maths and Literacy activities. It is advisable that the activities are completed in the order
it has been set out in the grid this is because each day builds on the learning from the previous day.
In English, the children are learning about Poetry. This involves identifying the features of a poem and being able to
write their own poems at the end of the module.
In Maths, the children are learning about shapes and identifying them within their environment. They are also
learning about the properties of shapes and the differences between the different types of shapes.

Week 6- wk
beg 30th
March

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Reading
Comprehension

Literacy

Read story starter
and complete
question time

Research using computers about
the different types of poems on
the internet and copy these in
your book. Write about the
differences between the
different types of poems are
there any similarities or
differences?
Look at the different types of
poems and identify the features
using the features sheet and
underline the different features.

Complete sentence
challenge

Complete Sick
sentences

Complete perfect
picture

Maths

2D Shapes
Complete Straight and curved sides
Complete how many sides sheet

2D Shapes
Complete 2D Shapes: properties
Complete the table of 2D Shapes

3D Shapes
Look outside of the window and
write about what you can see?
Describe the sky, roads, the
children
Talk about the sounds you can
hear and the things you can
smell.

Look at the 3D Shapes word map and
become familiar with it.

Use the ideas to create a
poem using the ideas you wrote
on Thursday

Complete the 3D shapes and their faces
sheet

Complete the 3D Shape Label matching
game. Cut out the shapes and match into
your books.

Look at the properties table and
complete the different shapes

Friday

Complete any
outstanding work
from the week

Continue Spellings – Learning to
spell Common exceptional words
for Year 1 & 2
(See Week 5 pack)

Cut out the shapes and place them into
the shapes that roll and the ones that do
not.
Complete all uncompleted work through
the week.

